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1979 Pierre Bourdieu La Distinction Cover first editionAuthorPierre BourdieuCountryFranceLanguageFrenchSubjectTasteMedia typePrint Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste (french: La distinction : Critique sociale du jugement) – pierre Bourdieu's 1979 book, based on the author's empirical research from 1963 to 1968. A sociological report
on the state of French culture, distinction was first published in english translation in 1984. In 1998, the International Sociological Association recognized the Award as one of the ten most important sociological books of the 20th century. [1] The Bourdieu summary proposes that people with large cultural capital – non-financial social resources such as
education that promote social mobility beyond economic means – are most likely able to determine what constitutes a taste in society. People with less general capital accept this taste and distinguish between high and low culture as legitimate and natural, and thus accept the existing restrictions on the conversion of different forms of capital (economic,
social, cultural). People with low general capital are not able to access more cultural capital because they do not have the necessary resources to do so. This may mean that there is no terminology to describe or methods of understanding classical graphics, for example because of the characteristics of their habitus. Bourdieu argues in this regard that
working-class people expect objects to perform a function, while those free from economic needs are able to operate with a clean gaze separated from everyday life. [2] Acceptance of dominant forms of taste is, according to Bourdieu, a form of symbolic violence. This means that the naturalisation of this distinction between taste and its erroneous cognition, if
necessary, deprives the dominated classes of means of defining their own world, leading to disadvantage for those who have less general capital. Moreover, even if subordinate social classes may seem to have their own ideas about what is and is not a good taste, the aesthetic working class is a dominated aesthetic that is constantly obliged to define in
terms of the dominant aesthetics of the ruling class. [4] The Aesthetic Theory of a person's choices form class factions (class social groups) and actively distance the social class from other social classes of society. Therefore, predispositions to certain types of food, music and art are taught and instilled in children, and these class-specific (not specific or
individual) tastes help children to lead to their respective social positions. Therefore, self-personization to the class faction is achieved by introducing the internalization of the child's preferences for objects and behaviors suitable for him as a member of a given social class, as well as the development of aversion to preferred objects and behaviors social
classes. In practice, when a man or woman encounters culture and art of another social class, feels disgusted, provoked by horror or visceral intolerance (nausea) of the tastes of others. [5] [non-primary source needed] Therefore, Taste is an important example of cultural hegemony, how class fractions are determined. It is not only having social capital and
economic capital, but also having cultural capital. Insucement and acquisition of cultural capital is used as an insidious mechanism to ensure social reproduction as well as cultural reproduction of the ruling class. Moreover, because people learn his and her tastes at a young age, the taste is deeply internalized. Social re-conditioning of taste is very difficult.
The taste inoculated and acquired tends to permanently identify a person as a person of a certain social class, which hinders social mobility. In this way, the cultural tastes of the dominant (ruling) class tend to dominate the tastes of other social classes, forcing individual men and women from economically and culturally dominated classes to adapt to
dominant aesthetic preferences or social risks (but in fact fractional and dominant) disapproval – appearing unrefined, vulgar and tasteless. A methodology influenced by structuring, Bourdieu sought to go beyond the traditional reliance on regression analysis in modern sociology and achieve a more rigorous quantitative approach. Instead of relying on the
correlation of many independent variables, he was interested in developing a framework that would allow him to see a complete system of relationships that create a true principle of strength and create a specific effect noted in such and such a correlation. For analysis at La Distinction, Bourdieu, working with his statistical technicist Salah Bouheda, used
multiple rounds of correspondence analysis on a set of data from two studies, a 1963 Kodak study and a 1967 taste study. In addition to this analysis, Bourdieu also applied correspondence analysis to a subset of data, responses from what Bourdieu called dominant classes and small-bourgeo. This type of research was an early attempt at analysing
geometric data, in particular multi-correspondence analysis, which would become an important methodological framework in bourdieu's later work. In 1998, the International Sociological Association recognized the Award as one of the ten most important sociological books of the 20th century, behind Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann of The Social
Construction of Reality (1966), but before norbert Elias's civilisation process (1939). Critic Camille Paglia agreed to Bourdieu's conclusion that taste depends on changing social assumptions, but suggested that this should be obvious, and rejected Distinction. [7] References ^ a b ISA - International Sociological Association: Books of the Century. International
sociology 1998. Accessed July 25, 2012. ^ Bourdieu, Pierre (1984). Distinction. Routledge. p. 5 &amp; 41. ISBN 0-674-21277-0. ^ Bourdieu, Pierre; Wacquant, Loic (1992). Invitation to reflective sociology. Polity Presspages = 167. ^ Bourdieu, Pierre (1984). Distinction. Routledge. p. 41. ISBN 0-674-21277-0. ^ Distinction, Bourdieu 1984 p 56 ^ Karen
Robson; Chris Sanders (January 21, 2009). Theory of quantification: Pierre Bourdieu: Pierre Bourdieu. Springer. p. 12 to 14. ISBN 978-1-4020-9450-7. ^ Paglia, Camille (January 15, 2009). Obama's early stumbles. Salon.com. Accessed January 5, 2017 External links Petri Liukkonen. Pierre Bourdieu. Books and writers downloaded from No judgment of
taste is innocent. In a word, we are all snobbers. Pierre Bourdieu brilliantly illuminates this situation of the middle class in the modern world. A leading French sociologist here focuses on the French bourgeoisie, its tastes and preferences. The distinction is at the same time a huge ethnography of modern France and a dissection of the bourgeotic mind. During
the day of life, people constantly choose between what they consider aesthetic and what they find shoddy, simply fashionable or ugly. Bourdieu bases his research on surveys that took into account many social factors that play a role in choosing French clothing, furniture, leisure activities, a dinner menu for guests and many other issues of taste. His analysis
shows that social snobbery is everywhere in the bourgeoic world. The different aesthetic choices people make are all differences - that is, choices made in opposition to choices made by other classes. The taste is not pure. Bourdieu finds a world of social significance in the decision to order bouillabaisse, in our contemporary cult of leanness, in Californian
sports such as jogging and cross-country skiing. The social world, he argues, functions both as a system of power relations and as a symbolic system in which the minute-long distinction of taste becomes the basis of social judgment. The subject of Bourdieu's book is fascinating: strategies of social pretension are always interestingly engaging. But the book
is more than fascinating. This is an important contribution to the ongoing debates on cultural theory and a challenge for major theoretical schools in modern sociology. Table of contents table of contents Fore speaking to the English version. Xi.. Introduction. 1. Part I.A. Social Criticism of the Judgment of Taste. 9. 1. Aristocracy of Culture. 11. . Titles of
Cultural Nobility. 18. . Cultural pedigree. 63. Part II. Practice economics. 97. 2. Social space and its transformations. 99. . Class status and social conditioning. 101. . Three-dimensional space. 114. . Convert strategies. 125. 3. Habitus and space life-style. 169. . Homology between spaces. 175. . Universes of Design 208. 4. Field dynamics. 226. .
Correspondence between the production of goods and the production of flavors. 230. . Symbolic struggles. 244. Part III. Class flavors and lifestyles. 257. 5. A sense of distinction. 260. . 267. . Variants of dominant taste. 283. . A sign of the times. 295. . Modern and spiritual powers. 315. 6. Cultural goodwill. 318. . Knowledge and recognition. 319. . Education
and Autodidact. 328. . Slope and string. 331. . Petit-Bourgeois Taste variants. 339. . Descending Petite Bourgeoisie. 346. . Created by Petite Bourgeoisie. 351. . New Fine Bourgeo. 354. . From duty to play ethic. 365. 7. Selection of the necessary. 372. . Passion for necessity and principle of conformity. 374. . The effects of domination. 386. 8. Culture and
Politics. 397. . Selective democracy. 399. . Status and competence. 405. . Right to speak. 411. . Personal opinion. 414. . Ways of producing feedback. 417. . Expropriation and embezzlement. 426. . Moral order and political order. 432. . Habitus class and political views. 437. . supply and demand. 440. . Political space. 451. . Specific trajectory effect. 453. .
Political language. 459. . Conclusion: Classes and classifications. 466. . Embodied social structures. 467. . Knowledge without comedi in no way. 470. . Beneficial attributions. 475. . Classification fight. 479. . Reality of representation and representation of reality. 482. . Postscript: Towards vulgar criticism of Pure Criticism. 485. . Disgust at Facile. 486. . Taste
of reflection and taste of the sense. 488. . A Denial of social relations. 491. . Parerga and Paralymena. 494. . The pleasure of the text. 498. . Add-ons. 503. 1. Some reflections on the method. 503. 2. Complementary sources. 519. 3. Statistics. 525. 4. Associations: Parlour Game. 546. . Notes. 561. . Credits. 605. . Index. 607. . Tables. . 1. Class preferences
for singers and music. 15. 2. Aesthetic disposition, through educational capital. 36. 3. Aesthetic disposition, according to class and education. 37. 4. Knowledge of composers and musical works, by education and class of origin. 64. 5. Purchase of furniture in the dominant class, by education and social origin. 78. 6. Some indicators of economic capital in
different factions of the dominant class, 1966. 117. 7. Some indicators of cultural practice in different factions of the dominant class, 1966. 118. 8. Types of books favored by different factions of the dominant class, 1966. 119. 9. Social origin of members of the dominant class, according to the class faction, 1970. 121. 10. Employment rate of women aged 2534 by education in 1962 and 1968. 134. 11. Changes in the morphology and structure of class fraction assets, 1954-1975. 136. 12. Changes in morphology and asset structure of class fractions, 1954-1968. 138. 13. Morphological changes in the dominant class, 1954-1975. 140. Morphological changes in the middle class, 1954-1975. 140. 15. Changes in
class morphology and use of the education system, 1954-1968. 158. 16. Annual expenditure by households on food: qualified natural workers, office workers and office workers, 1972 181. 17. Annual expenditure of teachers, specialists and industrial and commercial employers, 1972. 1972.
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